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Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex Is Necessary for Normal Associative Inference and Memory Integration
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The ability to flexibly combine existing knowledge in response to novel circumstances is highly adaptive. However, the neural correlates of flexible associative inference are not well characterized. Laboratory tests of associative inference have measured memory for overlapping pairs of studied items (e.g., AB, BC) and for nonstudied pairs with common associates (i.e., AC). Findings from functional neuroimaging and neuropsychology suggest the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) may be necessary for associative inference. Here, we used a neuropsychological approach to test the necessity of vmPFC for successful memory-guided associative inference in humans using an overlapping pairs associative memory task. We predicted that individuals with focal vmPFC damage (n = 5; 3F, 2M) would show impaired inferential memory but intact non-inferential memory. Performance was compared with normal comparison participants (n = 10; 6F, 4M). Participants studied pairs of visually presented objects including overlapping pairs (AB, BC) and nonoverlapping pairs (XY). Participants later completed a three-alternative forced-choice recognition task for studied pairs (AB, BC, XY) and inference pairs (AC). As predicted, the vmPFC group had intact memory for studied pairs but significantly impaired memory for inferential pairs (AC). The vmPFC group was also impaired in the post-inference memory for AB pairs, which could reflect retroactive interference. Together, these results reinforce an understanding of a role for the vmPFC in brain networks supporting associative memory processes.
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Introduction

The ability to flexibly relate existing knowledge to novel contexts often requires inference from multiple memory traces (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001). For example, imagine your coworker Sarah has pictures of her baby on her desk. Later, at your office party, you see a man walk in carrying the baby from Sarah’s pictures. Because the same baby is now a common feature in two different contexts, you might infer that the two adults are a couple. Despite the importance of associative inference, the brain systems necessary for this ability are not known. Here, we report that damage to human ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) disproportionately impairs associative inference. Our findings show the necessity of the vmPFC for normal associative inference and memory integration.
the man is Sarah’s partner. This inference can be drawn without ever seeing Sarah and the man together because a common feature associates the unique memory representations.

The ability to rapidly form new associations and bind together unique memory representations is highly advantageous, because it supports the generation of novel, derived associations in addition to knowledge gained by direct observation (Schlichting and Preston, 2015). By melding associative relationships from multiple events, we can extract commonalities among distinct experiences and infer which situations require similar behaviors or result in similar outcomes (Wilson et al., 2014; Gershman et al., 2015). This is highly adaptive in our rapidly changing everyday environment. Previous work indicates that associative inference relies in part on the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe (MTL; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010), which support declarative relational memory (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001). However, recent findings suggest that the MTL may interact with medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and more specifically the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), in support of associative inference (DeVito et al., 2010; Koscik and Tranel, 2012; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; Schlichting and Preston, 2016).

The vmPFC is thought to play a role in extracting regularities across experiences, enabling the formation of flexible, dynamic memories (Kroes and Fernández, 2012; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; Wilson et al., 2014; Gershman et al., 2015). Additionally, the vmPFC and hippocampus interact during context learning and conceptual learning: the vmPFC is hypothesized to be necessary for non-inferential associative memory (AC) because the vmPFC is not posited to support the generation of overlapping information (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Schlichting et al., 2015; Schlichting and Preston, 2016) and increased vmPFC activation during correct retrieval of inferred relationships (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010). Additionally, vmPFC activation during encoding of overlapping pairs was found to predict successful expression of inferential memories (Zeithamova et al., 2012a). However, as functional neuroimaging is correlational, it remains unclear whether the vmPFC is necessary for normal associative inference.

We addressed this question using a neuropsychological approach to evaluate the performance of healthy individuals and patients with vmPFC lesions on a task requiring the integration of information learned across overlapping episodes (AB, BC) to draw associative inferences about novel pairs (AC). We predicted that associative inference would be impaired in patients with vmPFC damage due to a reduced ability to flexibly integrate recent experiences. We expected that this impairment would be specific to memory for inferences (AC) because the vmPFC is not hypothesized to be necessary for non-inferential associative memory (AB, BC).

### Materials and Methods

**Participants**

Participants with bilateral vmPFC lesions (“vmPFC participants”): n = 5; 2M, 3F) were selected from the Iowa Neurological Patient Registry. These individuals have focal, stable brain lesions, and they underwent a comprehensive neuropsychological exam at least 3 months after symptom onset (Table 1). Lesions were verified using magnetic resonance imaging or computerized tomography, and the MAP3 lesion method was used to trace lesions in a template space (Damasio and Frank, 1992; Frank et al., 1997). The locus of maximum lesion overlap was the vmPFC, and all had bilateral vmPFC damage (Fig. 1). Additionally, to be eligible for inclusion, participants were required to have intact declarative memory abilities as confirmed by prior neuropsychological testing (Table 1). Healthy normal comparison participants (“normal comparisons” (NC): n = 10; 4M, 6F) were recruited from the Iowa City area to match to the vmPFC participants (2:1) on age, sex, and education (mean years of age = 70, s.d. = 4; mean years of education = 16, s.d. = 2). There were no significant differences on any demographic variable, each t (13) < 1, each p > 0.4. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Iowa. All participants provided informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were remunerated for participating.

**Materials**

Stimuli were images of 225 common objects. Object stimuli were drawn from Yassa et al. (2011) and Zeithamova et al. (2012a). From these, 135
items were arranged into 45 triads (ABC). ABC triads consisted of two studied, overlapping pairs (AB and BC) as well as a non-studied associative inference pair (AC; Fig. 2). The remaining 90 objects were arranged in 45 nonoverlapping pairs (XY). Four counterbalancing conditions were created to control for the trial/pair assignment of object images and their presentation order.

Experimental design and analyses

Procedure

The task was a modified version of the associative inference paradigm (Preston et al., 2004; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). Stimuli were presented on a computer screen using the MATLAB Psychophysics Toolbox extension (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007). The experiment was separated into four phases: AB Study/Test Phase, BC/XY Study/Test Phase, AC Test Phase, and ABfinal Test Phase (Fig. 2). Participants additionally completed a post-experiment questionnaire.

AB Study/Test Phase. During the AB Study Block, participants viewed 45 pairs of objects. Each pair was presented for 4 s, followed by a fixation cross presented for 1 s. Participants were instructed to remember that the two objects belonged together. They were encouraged to use a narrative or visual imagery to help remember the pairs, but they were not required to make an explicit response during the study phase. After all 45 pairs were presented, participants immediately began the AB Test Block. Participants completed a three-alternative forced-choice (3AFC) recognition task in which they were asked to select which of three objects was paired with a given cue object using a button press. The target alternative was the studied partner matching the cue object, whereas the two lure objects were from other nonmatching studied pairs. Post-response feedback was provided: a green box always appeared around the target object. Additionally, if the participant’s response was incorrect, a red “X” appeared over the incorrectly selected object. Participants completed the AB Study/Test Phase two times, with the same pairs presented in a different order each time.

BC/XY Study/Test Phase. During the BC/XY Study Block, participants were instructed that they would be shown new pairs of objects, and they were instructed to remember which new pairs of objects belonged together. Again, participants were encouraged to use a narrative or visual imagery to help remember the pairs, but no explicit response was required during the Study Phase. Participants viewed 45 overlapping BC pairs interleaved with 45 nonoverlapping XY pairs. The XY pairs served as a direct, nonoverlapping comparison for the BC pairs. Participants were not explicitly informed of the overlap of BC pairs with previously studied AB pairs. After all pairs were presented, participants immediately began the BC and XY Test Block. Participants completed a 3AFC recognition task in which they were asked to select which object was paired with the cue. BC and XY tests were interleaved, but target and lure items were drawn exclusively from the same BC or XY set. Corrective feedback was provided in the same manner as the AB Test Phase. Participants completed the BC/XY Study/Test Phase two times, and the same pairs were presented in a different order each time.

AC Test Phase. After the final BC/XY Test Phase, the structure of the inferential associations (AB, BC, AC) was explained to participants. They were explicitly told that A and C objects paired with the same B object were indirectly related. Participants then completed a 3AFC recognition test on the inferential associative AC items. The format was the same as that of the AB and BC/XY test blocks except that no feedback was provided during the AC inference test.

ABfinal Test Phase. After the AC test phase, participants were once again tested on the 45 AB pairs to assess for retention of the original associations. Participants completed a 3AFC recognition task in the same format as the previous AB Test Phase except that no feedback was provided.

Follow-up questionnaire. Finally, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire, which provided an opportunity to disclose any mnemonic strategies they used as well as their observations throughout the experiment (e.g., potential explicit awareness of the overlapping nature of the pairs).

Statistical analyses

IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows v24.0 was used for statistical analyses. When testing group differences, we chose to use nonparametric inferential statistics (when possible) due to our relatively small sample size. Direct associations, group differences: nonparametric Mann–Whitney U tests were used to investigate group differences in 3AFC recognition performance for direct associations (AB, BC, and XY). These analyses were repeated for both Test Blocks 1 and 2. Indirect associations, group differences: a nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test was also used to investigate group differences in memory performance for the indirect, inferential associations (AC). Direct versus indirect associations, group differences: To verify that the effect of the vmPFC lesion was specific to inference and was not attributable to any potential differences in direct memory, additional analyses were conducted. First, a mixed effects 2 × 2 [group (vmPFC vs NC) × trial type (direct vs indirect)] ANOVA with repeated measures was performed. This tested for group differences in 3AFC recognition performance for direct associations (proportion of AB, BC, and XY trials correct during their respective Test Block 2) versus indirect associations (proportion of AC trials correct). To further probe this group difference without reliance on parametric assumptions, we also used a nonparametric approach: we calculated a difference score which consisted of the difference in performance on direct (proportion of AB, BC, and XY trials correct during Test Block 2) versus indirect associations (proportion of AC trials correct). Then, we ran a nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test to compare this difference score between groups. Second, group differences in performance on inferential associations were measured using a nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test.

Figure 1. Neuroanatomy of the vmPFC group. Lesion overlap was concentrated in the vmPFC. Hotter colors indicate more cases with overlapping lesions (maximum of 5). Coronal slices correspond to the labels (a–f) on the sagittal plane.
while accounting for memory for the related direct associations. Specifically, this analysis contrasted vmPFC and comparison performance using a conditional measure: mean group proportion correct for only those inferential trials in the AC Test Block in which a participant had previously correctly recalled the corresponding BC association in BC Test Block 2 and the AB association during the ABfinal Test Phase (ACalt).

Additionally, exploratory analyses were conducted to investigate potential group differences in interference. Proactive interference: proactive interference was defined as reduced performance on BC associations relative to XY associations; if this outcome was observed, it could potentially be attributed to prior representations of B from AB pairs. Group differences in proactive interference were investigated with a mixed effects 2 × 2 (group [vmPFC vs NC]) × trial type (BC vs XY) ANOVA with repeated measures. This procedure was conducted for both the BC/XY Test Block 1 and Test Block 2, separately. As above, we complemented this parametric analysis with a nonparametric analog: we calculated the difference in performance between BC and XY for each subject, and we then used a Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare this difference score between groups. This procedure was completed separately for Test Blocks 1 and 2. AB retention: potential decline in AB recognition performance, possibly attributable to retroactive interference from subsequently learned BC pairs, was measured as the difference in AB performance between the second AB Test Block (AB2), and the final Test Block (ABfinal). Group differences in AB decline were investigated with a mixed effects 2 × 2 (group [vmPFC vs NC]) × trial type (AB2 vs ABfinal) ANOVA with repeated measures. Once again, we adopted a parallel nonparametric approach: we calculated the difference in performance between AB2 and ABfinal for each subject, and we then used a Mann–Whitney U test to compare this difference score between groups. This analysis was followed with a Wilcoxon signed ranks test to compare performance on ABfinal to AB2 within each group.

Finally, exploratory analysis was conducted to test whether memory strength for studied information was similarly predictive of associative inference performance for all participants. Specifically, our analysis examined whether non-inference memory performance in the NC group could accurately predict associative inference performance for all participants using the following approach. We fit a linear regression model to data from the NC group, which estimated the NC group’s associative inference performance (outcome) using memory performance from the non-inference phases (predictors). We then used the fitted model to generate predictions of associative inference performance for the vmPFC group by entering the vmPFC group’s non-inference memory performance as predictors. Last, we compared the model predictions of vmPFC performance to the observed vmPFC associative inference performance. Of note, for all non-inference memory phases, the performance of the vmPFC group was always encompassed within the range of normal performance. Thus, model predictions of vmPFC associative inference performance were generated from non-inference performance data in the same range as the model-fit NC non-inference performance data. To ensure that our analysis was rigorous, we implemented two variations of this approach: (A) Memory performance from each phase of testing used as a predictor. Here, we fit a simple single regression model in which the outcome variable (AC phase performance) was predicted using memory performance from one other phase (e.g., AB1, AB2, BC1) based on data from the NC group. Seven models were fit corresponding to the seven non-inference memory phases. Each model’s fit to the NC data was evaluated, and then each model was used to predict performance of the vmPFC group using their respective scores on the predictor variable. The predicted vmPFC AC scores were then compared with the observed vmPFC AC scores. (B) Memory performance across test phases used as a predictor. Here, we addressed the possibility that factors affecting memory performance across multiple phases (e.g., memory ability) might be related to associative inference performance. We began by extracting shared variance information from memory performance in the NC group across all non-inference phases, then used the extracted information to fit a model predicting NC AC performance, and finally predicted vmPFC AC performance using the fitted model. Specifically, we identified shared variance in NC memory performance across non-inference phases using principal components analysis (PCA). Seven components were extracted from the seven input variables (i.e., non-inference phases) with the first component capturing the dimension of greatest variance in NC group memory performance across phases, the second (orthogonal) dimension with the next greatest variance, etc. We then fit linear regression models using participant-level scores on one or more components as predictors and NC group AC performance as the outcome. Seven regression models were fit such that the first model included scores on the first component, the second model included scores on the first and second components, the third model included scores on the first three components, etc. Then, we used each model to predict vmPFC AC performance based on vmPFC memory performance (nb. vmPFC non-inference memory performance was projected into the orthogonalized principal component space generated from the NC memory performance data).

Results

We found evidence of impairments in associative inference despite intact memory for non-inferential items. As predicted, 3AFC performance on direct associations during both Test Blocks 1 and 2 did not differ significantly between groups for any item type (AB, BC, and XY), all U ≤ 32.50, d < 0.50, p > 0.370 (Table 2; Fig. 3A) demonstrating that the vmPFC group was not impaired on associative memory for directly paired items. This is consistent with prior neuropsychological testing demonstrating the vmPFC patients’ intact declarative memory abilities (Table 1). However, and consistent with our hypothesis, the vmPFC group did have significantly reduced performance on the indirect, associative inference (AC) trials relative to the NC group: U = 43.00, d = 1.39, p = 0.028 (Fig. 3A). A significant interaction between group
Figure 3. Memory performance. Graphs depict mean performance for each group. Error bars depict SEM. For all panels, the dashed line represents chance (1⁄3). Bar colors correspond to the phases of the experiment depicted in Figure 2. C–E provide reconfigurations of the data shown in A to illustrate specific contrasts of interest.

Table 2. Group (vmPFC and NC) performance on the 3AFC recognition test for each item type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Task phase</th>
<th>Prop. correct</th>
<th>BC1</th>
<th>BC2</th>
<th>XY1</th>
<th>XY2</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>AC alt</th>
<th>ABfinal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Prop. correct</td>
<td>0318</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2352</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2391</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3350</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>vmPFC</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>vmPFC</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>vmPFC</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean, SD, and median are provided to reflect group performance on the proportion (Prop) of items recognized correctly. Nonparametric Mann–Whitney U tests (M–W U) were used to investigate differences between groups for each item type. Cohen’s d is provided as a measure of effect size, and a 95% confidence interval on the median difference between groups in performance is provided as an additional indicator of statistical significance.
(vmPFC vs NC) and trial type (direct vs indirect) in a repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed that the observed group difference in associative inference performance was specific to indirect, inferential associations and not direct associations: $F_{1,13} = 7.10$, $\eta_p^2 = 0.35$, $p = 0.019$. This finding was consistent with a nonparametric Mann–Whitney $U$ test comparing the difference in performance for direct versus indirect associations between groups. This analysis revealed that the disparity between direct and indirect trials was significantly greater for the vmPFC group: $U = 43.00, d = 1.39, p = 0.028$.

For a more stringent test of whether the observed group difference in associative inference was attributable to differences in memory for the direct pairs, we compared inference (AC) performance between groups for only those triads in which participants correctly recalled both the AB (ABfinal) and BC (BC2) pairs. Under this constraint, the vmPFC group continued to show significantly reduced performance on the indirect associative inference (AC) trials relative to the NC group: $U = 43.00, d = 1.39, p = 0.028$ (Fig. 3B). This suggests that the associative inference deficit observed in the vmPFC group during AC testing was not due to impaired memory for the direct pairs.

We probed participants with a post-test questionnaire, and 47% of all participants noticed the overlapping nature of the AB and BC pairs before the explanation given before the AC test. Specifically, 60% of patients with vmPFC damage and 40% of the normal comparison group noticed the overlapping nature of the pairs before explicit instructions. There was not a significant difference between groups, $\chi^2(1) = 0.54, p = 0.464$.

We found no evidence of group differences in proactive interference, but there was some evidence of differences in retention of previous learning. There was not a significant group difference in proactive interference during the BC/XY Test Block 1: $F_{1,13} = 1.14, \eta_p^2 = 0.081, p = 0.304$; or the BC/XY Test Block 2: $F_{1,13} = 2.01, \eta_p^2 = 0.134, p = 0.180$ (Fig. 3C,D). These findings were consistent with a nonparametric Mann–Whitney $U$ tests comparing the difference in performance for BC and XY between groups. These tests revealed that the difference in performance for BC and XY was not significantly different between groups during BC/XY Test Block 1: $U = 31.50, d = 0.42, p = 0.440$; or BC/XY Test Block 2: $U = 38.50, d = 0.94, p = 0.099$. Although there was no evidence of proactive interference, there was evidence of a group difference in AB performance between AB Study/Test Phase 2 and the ABfinal Test Phase: $F_{1,13} = 3.46, p = 0.086$. This was consistent with a nonparametric Mann–Whitney $U$ test comparing the difference performance during the ABfinal Test Phase and the AB Study/Test Phase 2 between groups: $U = 41.5, d = 1.22, p = 0.041$. Follow-up Wilcoxon signed rank tests revealed that both the vmPFC group and the NC group showed significantly reduced performance when retested on the original pairs of items (AB) at the completion of the experiment: $Z = 2.03, d = 4.33, p = 0.042$; and $Z = 1.98, d = 1.61, p = 0.048$, respectively (Fig. 3E).

This suggests that although there was no evidence of proactive interference, there was some evidence of decline in memory for AB pairs in the vmPFC group. This could reflect nonspecific decay over time or potential retroactive interference.

We explored the relationship between memory performance during non-inference phases and associative inference performance using a regression-based approach that first modeled NC group data, and then predicted vmPFC group AC-phase performance (see Materials and Methods, Statistical analyses). Memory performance from each phase of testing used as a predictor: as shown in Table 3 (top), although the quality of the fit to the original NC data varied ($R^2$ values between 0.314 and 0.772), each of the seven non-inference phase models predicted performance in the vmPFC group to be greater than what was observed (min, 23.5% greater; max, 66.4% greater). Memory performance across test phases used as a predictor: to the extent that common factors drove NC performance across non-inference phases, PCA of NC data extracted those factors from NC data. As in the single regression analysis described previously, every regression model based on PCA scores predicted vmPFC associative inference to be greater than what was observed (min, 26.3% greater; max, 45.6% greater). In summary, these two regression-based analyses showed that although features of NC memory performance did accurately predict some variance in NC associative inference performance, those same features did not accurately predict vmPFC associative inference performance. Instead, they uniformly overestimated vmPFC associative inference performance by $>23\%$. This is consistent with our hypothesis that vmPFC damage disproportionately disrupts associative inference processes.

### Discussion

We observed that individuals with focal, stable lesions of vmPFC had a disproportionate impairment in a memory-guided associative inference task. These results demonstrate the necessity of vmPFC for associative inference and complement previous findings from functional neuroimaging (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Schlichting et al., 2015), which indicated that the vmPFC is a key contributor to a larger memory network supporting associative inference. Lesion studies conducted in both humans and non-human animals suggest that vmPFC damage is associated with deficits in transitive inference which requires the formation of hierarchical associations (DeVito et al., 2010; Kosick and Tranel, 2013). The present results extend these findings by showing that the vmPFC is also necessary for non-hierarchical associative memories. Additionally, previous work has suggested that the vmPFC specifically supports socioemotional inferences and is not necessary for nonemotional inferences (Burin et al., 2014). However, the present work suggests that the vmPFC does provide an important contribution to non-emotional associative inference.

Importantly, the vmPFC group did not show a deficit in memory for non-inferential pairs. This is consistent with their performance on neuropsychological tests of associative and non-associative memory (Table 1) and with prior findings demonstrating that individual differences in memory performance based on data from the NC group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Diff, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB1</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>+79.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB2</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>+66.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC1</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>+42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC2</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>+53.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY1</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>+58.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XY2</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>+66.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABfinal</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>+23.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>+45.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1-2</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>+31.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1-3</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>+31.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1-4</td>
<td>0.874</td>
<td>+37.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1-5</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>+40.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1-6</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>+26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC1-7</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>+28.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Across several models for different non-inference task phases (top) or data reductions of non-inference performance (bottom), model fit quality ($R^2$) varied, but all models overestimated vmPFC group performance. $R^2$, Non-adjusted $R^2$ (single or multiple as appropriate for each single or multiple regression model); Diff, %, the difference between predicted and observed vmPFC group performance expressed as a percentage of observed vmPFC performance.
viduals with vmPFC damage do not show global memory impairment (Warren et al., 2014; Spalding et al., 2015). Instead, the vmPFC group demonstrated a specific reduction in performance on inferential trials, and this is consistent with the perspective that the vmPFC plays a role in a network of brain regions supporting the integration of relational memories (Rubin et al., 2017). Intriguingly, patients with other patterns of frontal lobe damage, specifically basal forebrain amnesia, have shown a complementary pattern of impaired learning of direct associations combined with normal generalization (Myers et al., 2002, 2008; Moustafa et al., 2010).

The hippocampus is also thought to be critical for associative inference (Warren et al., 2016). However, its necessity for direct associative memory (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001) complicates the measurement of its contribution to indirect associative inference. Interestingly, studies using measures of associative inference in patients with hippocampal lesions suggest that the hippocampus contributes to memory integration in addition to its necessary role in learning direct associations (Myers et al., 2002, 2008; Pajkert et al., 2017).

Previous work demonstrated increased functional coupling between the mPFC and hippocampus during the encoding of overlapping information (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a; Schlichting and Preston, 2015) which predicted subsequent memory for indirect, inferred pairs (AC; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). These findings are broadly consistent with the present results. However, it should be noted that while some of these investigations focused only on vmPFC (Zeithamova et al., 2012a,b) others broadened their focus to the entire mPFC (Schlichting and Preston, 2015, 2016). Similar results have been found across both types of studies, suggesting that perhaps the more ventral regions of the mPFC are particularly important for associative inference (Schlichting et al., 2015). The vmPFC is connected to the MTL both structurally (Cavada et al., 2000; Saleem et al., 2008) and functionally (Hyman et al., 2010). The vmPFC is also extensively connected to sensory and limbic structures (Damasio et al., 1996). This diverse connectivity supports a role for the vmPFC in the integration of information from cortical and subcortical networks supporting associative memories (Cavada et al., 2000).

One potential process by which the vmPFC may impact associative inference is retrieval-mediated learning, or integrative encoding (Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). In integrative encoding, the reactivation of details from previous related events enables individual experiences to be encoded in the context of internally generated memory representations of previous experiences. Previous functional neuroimaging research using multivoxel pattern analysis found that prior, related experience appears to be reactivated during encoding, and this reactivation predicted performance on a test of associative inference (Zeithamova et al., 2012a). Reactivation could potentially allow direct integration of the reactivated experience (AB) with the new information (BC) to form a fully integrated memory representation (ABC; O’Reilly and Rudy, 2001; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). The reactivation-integration hypothesis suggests a selective contribution of the vmPFC in the context of a broader set of memory processes and brain networks.

In theories of memory network function, it has been hypothesized that the hippocampus rapidly binds elements of overlapping events into integrated representations during encoding (Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001; Ranganath, 2010; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010). The vmPFC may bias hippocampal reactivation toward behaviorally relevant memories, and the hippocampus may then bind current experience to the reactivated content, abstracting away from specific details and leading to an integrated memory (Kroes and Fernández, 2012; van Kesteren et al., 2012; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013; Schlichting and Preston, 2015; Mack et al., 2016; Place et al., 2016). These integrated representations then may be transferred to the vmPFC for future use (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton, 2008; Takashima et al., 2009; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010; Zeithamova et al., 2012a). Consistent with a role for the vmPFC and hippocampus in retrieval of previously acquired knowledge, changes in right hippocampal and vmPFC encoding activation have been found to predict subsequent inference over and above learning of direct associations, and this suggests that these regions mediate the integration of present experiences with reactivated memories (Zeithamova et al., 2012a). Interestingly, in a single-trial associative learning paradigm, hippocampal but not vmPFC, encoding activation significantly predicted inference performance (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010). This suggests that initial memory integration via the hippocampus precedes vmPFC involvement.

The current findings are consistent with hypotheses suggesting that the vmPFC plays a role in schema formation, consolidation, and retrieval (Zeithamova et al., 2008; van Kesteren et al., 2012; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013). Prior work has highlighted the role of the vmPFC in the integration of new information with remotely acquired semantic knowledge, and has suggested that the vmPFC is necessary for the integration of new information with existing contextual memory representations (schemas; van Kesteren et al., 2010a,b, 2013; Preston and Eichenbaum, 2013). This was supported by work demonstrating that vmPFC damage, as well as the temporary disturbance of processing in the vmPFC using transient magnetic stimulation, is associated with impairments in schematic memory (Warren et al., 2014; Spalding et al., 2015; Berkers et al., 2017). Specifically, research suggests vmPFC damage may be associated with an inability to normally integrate new information with previously acquired schemas (Warren et al., 2014; Spalding et al., 2015). The present results extend earlier findings by showing that the vmPFC is also necessary for integrating specific information and deriving novel associations across recently acquired relational memories.

Although our findings regarding associative inference were consistent with our predictions, we also observed that the vmPFC group demonstrated an unexpected reduction in memory performance for the first set of learned pairs (AB) at the completion of the study (ABfinal). Because a reduction in memory for these direct associations (AB) could impact performance on indirect, inferential associations (AC), we applied a stringent criterion in a follow-up analysis. This analysis demonstrated that relative to the NC group, the vmPFC group showed impaired performance on inferential associations even when analysis was limited to AC pairs in which participants correctly recognized the corresponding AB and BC pairs. Although memory for direct associations likely contributes to performance on tests of indirect, inferential associations, this analysis suggests that vmPFC damage is associated with a disproportionate impairment in associative inference that is not readily attributable to impaired memory for direct associations alone.

We discuss two possible interpretations for the decline in AB performance observed in the vmPFC group: it could reflect nonspecific delay-related decay of associative memory over time; or it could reflect retroactive interference, indicating that learning BC associations disrupted memory for the original AB associations. In the latter case, the implication would be that damage to the vmPFC promotes retroactive interference, with the further implication that vmPFC normally suppresses retroactive in-
terference. Although this was not predicted a priori, it could be consistent with prior models suggesting the vmPFC contributes to the encoding of schema-congruent information (van Kesteren et al., 2012). In the present study, the ability to link AB with BC in an integrated representation could serve as protection against retroactive interference. However, as this integrative process is thought to be reliant on the vmPFC, patients with vmPFC damage may be less able to support integrated “ABC” representations. Instead, they may rely on unique AB and BC memory representations requiring MTL-mediated encoding of episodic information (van Kesteren et al., 2012). If true, then newly learned BC representations may have competed with previously learned AB representations to a greater extent in the vmPFC group than the NC group, resulting in disproportionate retroactive interference in the vmPFC group. Although the current study strongly suggests a role for the vmPFC in associative inference, our findings could also be interpreted to suggest that similar mechanisms support both associative inference and protection against interference. The present study did not include a set of nonoverlapping pairs studied and tested concurrently with AB, and it is therefore not possible to conclude that the decrease in AB memory is due to either delay-related decay of AB memory or retroactive interference. Future work could be explicitly designed to test whether the degree of forgetting observed for the AB pairs is selective for overlapping versus nonoverlapping information.

Although our findings are statistically robust, the present study had some limitations. As is the case for many neuropsychological investigations, our study had a small sample size. This resulted from including only individuals with stable, focal, bilateral damage to the vmPFC in our lesion group. Also, participants in both groups performed near ceiling on the second learning trial for direct associations (AB1, BC1, XY1). If there were group differences in memory for direct associations, but the ceiling effects masked these differences, they could be responsible for the observed differences in inference. Although this explanation is unlikely, given that performance in the first learning trial never differed between groups, future work could directly address this issue by measuring AC performance after just one exposure. Although the present study suggests that vmPFC damage leads to reduced associative inference, it is possible that additional factors beyond vmPFC damage can also affect this process. This is illustrated by the relatively poor AC performance of several individuals in the NC group. Further, we unexpectedly observed a decline in AB performance in the vmPFC group, but the design of the current study was not optimized to discern between two possible mechanisms of this effect (decay vs retroactive interference). Future work might be tailored to examine this effect.

Conclusions
The vmPFC is hypothesized to play a role in the integration of previous knowledge with current experience. Here, we found the vmPFC to be involved with the integration of recently acquired information to enable the formation of dynamic memories supporting second-order, inferential associations even in the absence of reward or hierarchy. Associative inference is highly advantageous because it allows individuals to use prior knowledge flexibly to guide future behavior (Schlichting and Preston, 2015). Whereas associative inference has long been associated with the hippocampus (Eichenbaum, 2000), the present study shows that the vmPFC is necessary for normal associative inference, even when basic associative memory is intact. Additionally, we found that individuals with vmPFC damage showed a post-inference decline in memory for studied direct associations. Future investigations could investigate whether this finding is related to modulation of retroactive interference. These findings are consistent with a role for the vmPFC in a network of brain regions supporting declarative relational memory (Rubin et al., 2017).
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